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THESIS PROPOSAL
In my thesis, I plan to explore functional vessel forms
which relate to organic floral images and motifs. Color, as
well as various low-fire decorative surface treatments, will
be used to enhance these forms.
v
INTRODUCTION
Prior to my graduate studies, I had only worked in
stoneware and porcelain. The firing temperature of the
clays restricted the forms I could make and the color palette
that was available. The discovery of earthenware clay and the
multitude of colors available at low-fire temperatures allowed
me to step into a new realm of possibilities in both form and
decoration .
At first, I was mesmerized by the strong expressive
quality of color. It was easy to lose sight of the importance
of form and function because of the seductive nature of color.
The visual strength of color, forced me to re-examine my forms.
I asked myself, how could I make my forms as strong and as
expressive as color? It was important to maintain a balance
between these elements .
I wanted to make functional pots that communicated some
thing of myself. In this body of work, my goal was to investi
gate elements of form, function and decoration. I hoped that
the end result would be functional objects that revealed my
respect for functional pottery and my admiration for nature.
HISTORICAL INFLUENCES
I am always drawn to the decorative pottery whenever
I find myself browsing through a ceramics history book or
wandering amidst the ceramics section in a museum. I am
particularly attracted to the festive and celebratory
qualities found in 17th century European tin-glazed pottery.
The opaque white glaze coats the surface of a bisqued
earthenware pot like a thick layer of skin. Decorative
motifs of various colors are then applied to the porous sur
face of the raw glaze. This technique is known as maiolica
in Italy, faience in France, and delftware in Enqland and
Holland. All these are national names for the tin-glazed
ware that was being produced throughout Europe in the 17th
century . (1:1).*
These three traditions, faience, maiolica and delftware,
developed in neighboring areas and have unique regional
characteristics, however it is the traits they have in common
that appeal to me most. I am attracted to both the visual and
physical presence these pots exhibit. The potter/painter
utilized an extensive color palette, including black, white,
blue, yellow, green, purple and orange. The pottery of each
of these traditions display bright and decorative colors. (2:42)
(Plate 1)
?Numbers in parentheses refer to numbered references in the
bibliography; those after the colon are page numbers.
'Plate 1
In addition to the lively colors, there is a visual
strength in the geometric patterns and floral motifs seen on
many of these historical pots. The surface area of a partic
ular form was divided into several separate areas through the
use of banding. The individual areas each have a different
pattern or motif but still appear to relate as a whole.
This use of patterning, color and line quality evokes strong
visual decorative rhythms. The maiolica pieces that I am most
often attracted to exhibit a definite sense of movement or
growth. I think it is fascinating that these potters, through
the use of color and decoration, were able to bring to the
viewer a lively sense of nature. The decoration is not merely
paintings of leaves around the rim of a plate. Instead, they
are images that instill the feeling of leaves and vines grow
ing and intertwining. (Plate 2).
This type of decoration can be seen on a large delft plate
which portrays a bold floral scene. (Plate 3). These tulips
and other flowers appear to be growing, even reaching, for
the sun. They seem as if they are about to break through the
banded rim which not only frames the painted scene but which
also appears to limit the
flowers' physical growth. There
is a powerful sense of tension and constraint between the
floral images and the boundary made by the artist, even the
edge of the plate itself.
I am also intrigued by the physical sturdiness of
tin-glazed pottery. The pieces are somewhat crudely and
heavily potted thus making them more casual in appearance.
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Plate 3
These earthenwares invite one to touch and use them unlike
fragile fine chinas which have a cold distant quality. I
want my work to attract the user in the same manner that I
feel these historical pots do. It is through vibrant colors,
bold decoration and a sturdiness that allows for daily use
that these pots bring to the user a new sense of celebration
for daily rituals of life.
A second important source of information and inspiration
is the French and English hard-paste porcelains of the 18tn
and 19^h centuries. These porcelain factories had a taste for
the unusual. Pieces were brightly decorated with two-dimen
sional floral paintings along with applied flowers, scrolls
and other relief ornamentation. This ornamentation was often
superimposed on each other, sometimes obscuring the forms
they were adorning. (3:156).
I suspect that many would view these vessels which are
encrusted with decoration with some skepticism. This empha
sis on opulence and lavishness is exactly what I admire.
I see several similarities between these historical por
celains and my own work. There is an outward commitment and
devotion to decoration and an emphasis on exaggerated forms
combined with delicate detail. (4:22). They have a visual
exuberance and a whimsical quality.
These characteristics are exemplified in the Bowfrill
vase shown in Plate 4. There is a vivacious and colorful
play between two-dimensional leaves and vines, butterflies
and ladybugs, and the many assorted flowers in relief. I
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Plate 4
can imagine these insects crawling in and out, over and under
the shadowy foliage that engulfs them. The decoration becomes
a fantasy environment, not just embellishment.
I like the idea of offering the viewer a visual treasure
hunt. On these porcelain vases, there are numerous details
to be noticed if one makes the effort. These pieces ask the
viewer for more than a. glance. Visually, one can guickly
take in the assortment of flowers, leaves and insects but with
closer examination other subtle details can be discovered, such
as the tiny faces that peer out from under the flower petals.
Fashionable society, at that time, may have considered
these pieces elegant and beautiful but I find them flamboyant
and whimsically humorous. Perched atop this menagerie sits
a bird watching, with great interest, all the activity below.
It is clear that the Victorian aristocracy of the 18^
and 19^h centuries had a love for entertaining. The table
wares produced for this purpose reflect this fondness. From
centerpieces to soup bowls, the Victorians gained great pleasure
in using these encrusted porcelain pieces at their table. (Plate 5)
I too, want my work to fulfill a functional purpose in
addition to being visually stimulating. It is the major focus
of my work to use materials and process so that I can create
pottery that will reveal some personal vision in conjunction
with fulfilling a utilitarian principle. (5:16)
A third group of historical pots that have influenced my
views on ceramics is the English slipware that was being pro
duced in the later half of the 17th century. (Plate 6) These
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Plate 6
country potters were interested in producing functional pottery
for use at their table or pieces to commemorate special events
in their lives, such as harvest time, weddings and christenings.
(6:12) .
These potters developed a decorative technique in which
earthenware forms were covered with a thick white luscious
layer of liquid clay, called slip. Slightly thicker colored
slips were squeezed from spouted containers directly on top of
the wet 'base' slip in patterns of flowers, dots, dashes and
crisscrosses. These decorative patterns were used in conjunc
tion with sgraffito (incised) designs. A rich clear lead glaze
was then applied, giving a warm pleasing effect to the finished
piece . (6:12)
In particular, it is the luxuriant surface gualities in
herent in the technique of slipware or slip trailing that I
want to translate into my own work. The pieces have a natural
softness to them because of the creamy consistency of the slips
that are used to decorate them. The slips that are applied
bo the earthenware pots appear to melt and merge into the form,
they do not appear to be a separate layer or covering as do
many glazes.
The layering of slips results in a raised texture on the
pots surface. It is a normal response to want to touch these
three-dimensional marks. One can trace the movements made by
the hand of the potter. It is an important element in my work
to have one become involved with a piece through tactile
qualities as well as visually.
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Pablo Picasso's unique attitude and approach toward
ceramics was also influential in the development of my work.
"His work transcended the use of earlier ceramic traditions
such as tin-glaze, by his innovative handling of color, not
only as surface decoration, but also as a structural element
to alter volume and manipulate form." (6:17). Picasso forced
the limits of clay's malleable gualities. He pushed, pulled,
cut apart and reassembled thrown pots into forms which were
tangible metaphors. A vase was not simply a container, it was
transformed into a tall shapely feminine form in which flowers
were held. (Plate 7).
A second example of Picasso's work also exhibits his use
of altered and assembled metaphoric form. (Plate 8) The shape
of the pot/pitcher resembles that of a goat or deer resting
in the grass. I like to think that the artist, through form
and decoration, was hinting at a specific function for the pot.
What could be more appropriate for serving cool goat's milk
on a hot summer ' s day?
The diverse historical works that I have chosen to discuss
attract and influence me in various ways. I do not necessarily
respond to all aspects of a given group of pots or of an in
dividual piece. It is a selective process, picking and choosing
the specific elements from each that I want to translate and
integrate into my work. I have stressed such issues as form
and function, color and decoration, visual and physical presence,
and natural motifs. There are other subtler influences that
can not be put into words but are spoken through the language
of the finished piece.
13
Plate 7
Plate 8
CONTEMPORARY INFLUENCES
I have always felt an affinity for the pots of Andrea
Gill and Walter Ostrom. Each of these artists works in earth
enware clay and uses colored washes over a maiolica glaze.
They also work with slips and colored transparent glazes.
Gill and Ostrom, through their own unigue and personal visions,
along with a focused attention to form and surface decoration
create pots which exhibit a casual and playful quality.
Their decorative approaches reflect characteristics of
historical maiolica pottery. Both Gill and Ostrom use lively
festive colors and frequently incorporate natural and floral
motifs .
Clearly evident in Andrea Gill's vase are influences from
earlier maiolica traditions. (Plate 9). An example of this
influence is evident in the division of the surface area into
separate spaces which contain distinctive and diverse decorative
patterns. There is, in addition, a similarly strong sense of
movement and growth in her painted decoration. A vine laden
with leaves appears to be growing up and around the neck and
shoulders of the form, confined only by the edge of the pot.
Ostrom's work also echoes earlier maiolica characteristics,
as seen in his use of floral motifs on functional forms. (Plate 10)
His approach differs from Gill's in that he tends not to divide
the surface area of the piece. He approaches the pot as a whole
and does not attempt to juxtopose or balance several patterns
16
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at once. He uses the surface area to paint one dominant
motif that is repeated around the exterior of the pot. Ostrom,
creates a visual rhythm by using the similar images repeatedly.
These decorative patterns, both colorful and energetic, are
visually more serene or calm than those seen on Gill's vase.
Two other major differences exist between Gill and Ostrom' s
work. Gill works with a complex underlying form. She combines
full robust forms with large thin flat sections. Her forms
have an overall exuberance to them. She reacts and responds
to the form she has created with her painted decoration.
Decorative patterns are used to reinforce the form or to
obscure it.
Walter Ostrom, on the other hand, begins with softer
simplier forms. The decoration is applied to the flat or
gently curved surface of the pot. He does not integrate or
respond directly to the form with his decoration.
Ostrom' s use of simpler forms related to what I believe
is the other major difference between his and Andrea Gill's
work. These two artists differ dramatically in their purposed
function of their pots. Ostrom's pots are definitely utilitar
ian. They summon one to pick them up and put them to use.
The flower holder is complete only when it is filled with
flowers. Void of blossoms, it does not realize it's intended
function and is thus incomplete. Ostrom, through his use of
soft gentle forms and colorful decorative patterns, charms the
viewer into using these pots.
Gill does not expect her pieces to be used. They are
19
visual statements about pottery. She works within the frame
work of recognizable vessel forms, but at the same time
declares that pottery does not have to be functional to be
considered valid. (6:81).
The work of these two artists, as with the historical
pottery discussed in the previous section, has been influential
in the development of my views on pottery and decoration.
What I find most intriguing is not so much the similarities
between these works that I am drawn to, but their differences.
The differences are often contradictory or dichotomous--simple
forms vs complex forms, functional pottery vs non-functional
objects that are statements about pottery, sturdy earthenwares
vs delicate porcelains. The niche for my work lies somewhere
between these opposites. I ask myself, why can't a pot be
functional as well as complex in form? I want to make pots
that function in the intimate setting on one's home, but which
are also visual statements or metaphors for something else.
Mine is an attempt to extend the boundaries of what is
typically considered functional pottery. "The potter as artist
seek to offer function not simply on it's own terms but to
render it in such a way as to communicate an emotion and/or
strike an intellectual-philosophical cord ."( 5 : 16-17 ) .
20
DEVELOPMENT OF FORM AND FUNCTION
At first, it seemed that I should discuss form and
function separately, but I realized these two aspects of
pottery are not exclusive of each other. Form and function,
in regards to my work, are interdependent. The function of a
pot may suggest an appropriate form while the form may set
certain limits as to how the pot functions.
A Mexican poet and essayist, Octavio Paz, discusses his
views on form and function in the following quote. He states:
The aesthetic ideal of functional art is to increase
the usefulness of the object in direct proportion to
the amount by which its materiality can be decreased.
The simplification of forms and the way in which they
function becomes the formula: the maximum efficiency
is to be achieved by the minimum of presence. The
ideal of modern design is invisibility; the less
visible functional objects are, the more beautiful
they are . (5:16)
The opinions expressed in this quote are directly opposite
of my beliefs on form and functional art. I reject this
sterilized modernistic approach toward functional art. This
way of interpreting functional art suggests to me that the
objects people choose to use and exist with should offer
nothing more than the ability to function well. There is no
thought to material or imagination, no effort to involve the
user physically, visually, intellectually or emotionally. It
is evident that the concerns of this functional formula are
efficiency, technology and mass production. (5:16)
In my work, I am trying to solve functional problems but
21
their solutions must be true to a personal creativeness . They
must address and answer specific artistic questions. Function,
through exploration and experimentation, must find a personal
and expressive definition.
A pot, to be considered functional, implies its ability
to be usable. This is a concept which in my mind leaves
much room for personal speculation. That which is functional
for one may not necessarily be so for another. Some people
display their fine china in a hutch or cabinet, never daring
to use it, while other may use it weekly for Sunday dinner.
It has always been important that people actually use
my work. I feel that "the potter must invite the user through
forms which give permission, and whose physical and psychological
aspects of receiving, containing and dispensing are translated
into visual and tactile phenomena." (7:14) In answering
specific functional concerns, it is necessary to focus on
subtle details such as the weight of the pot, how the handle
accomodates the fingers and lids that fit snug. There is
however, a limit. It is not my intention to produce pots that
are so easily accessible and approachable that the user becomes
complacent. It is important that the user make a conscious
effort to become involved, at some level, with the piece.
My individual views on form and function began to emerge
and take root when I was working on a series of cups and saucers.
As stated, I wanted them to be considered functional, but I
began to scrutinize and investigate concepts concerning visual
presence. I was interested in making the visual shapes of these
22
forms suggest something more to the viewer/user than merely
cup and saucer. (Plate 11)
My inspiration for the integration of floral characteristics
into my work grew naturally from my love of flowers and gardening.
Paging through a bulb and seed catalog, I saw a picture of
three dafodils in a verticle row. I turned the catalog side
ways and the flower forms turned into images that resembled
cups sitting on matching saucers. I began to imagine what it
would be like to have a tea party where all the guests drank
from flowers, like a childhood fairy tale. It was an exciting
and enticing challenge to see if I could reverse these images;
instead of flowers looking like cups and saucers, I'd make cups
and saucers that resembled flowers. I did not intend to make
specific references to specific types of flowers. I wanted
to capture and translate a feeling or sense of floralness
into utilitarian objects. The use of these organic shaped
objects reflects my personal interest in and interpretation
of nature.
I began to alter forms I'd thrown on the wheel. The initial
shapes were exaggerated in form to reinforce the alterations
that were made. I indented swirling, rhythmical petal-like
patterns around the cup and saucer forms. The forms became
inanimate objects which suggested movement and growth. Purposely,
the cup form echoes a bulbous blossom, while the saucer reflects
growing leaves and petals that surround and cradle the flower.
(8:90). The forms are transformed into ornamental volumes. They
become decorative statements about form which ultimately enhances
23
Plate 11
and enlivens the functional dimensions of the piece.
The narrow base of the tapered cup places certain re
strictions on the way the piece can be used. It can easily
tip over in it is used improperly. The cup must be used in
conjunction with it's saucer. The saucer has a raised section
in the center in which the cup nestles. This sense of instability
urges the user to pay attention to how the cup and saucer are
used. This observance of the piece and it's functional idio
syncrasies provides the user with a feeling of intimacy and
familiarity .
A second form that I was eager to investigate was the
'flower holder'. (Plate 12). Walter Ostrom' s pieces had a profound
impact on me. They were visually exciting to look at, but they
were also pots designed for a specific function. Unlike a vase,
which can be understood or realized as the object itself, a
flower holder declares unmistakably that it exists as a container
for flowers and unless it is fulfilling it's function it is in
some sense incomplete.
I wanted to reflect and reinforce the flower holder's
function through the form and later through decoration.
Through form and decoration, these pots were to exhibit a
strong visual presence but not so overpowering that they could
be considered complete in and of themselves.
I manipulated the body of the pot into forms that resembled
radiating leaves. Added to the body of the pot are large
spiraling handles, reminiscent of some caterpillar or snail
like creature that might be found in a garden perched on a leaf.
25
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I then integrated a lattice structure on the top leaves. The
lattice would serve to separate and support the flowers as well
as relate to a garden motif. The open lattice allows the viewer
to look into the empty interior. This void insinuates an
incompleteness, refering back to the pots intended function.
The flower holder is not meant to be finished visually or
physically, until it's function has been realized. The flowers
serve as the finishing detail. They occupy the visual void
and give to the owner the pleasures of utility.
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DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE
In the process of working with slips, I discovered
some technical problems that had to be addressed. It is
imperative that the shrinkage rates of the slip and clay
body are compatible. More than a slight discrepancy between
the two will result in the slip popping off the pot after
the glaze firing, peeling slivers of glaze off with it. It
is wise to do some shrinkage tests to insure a good fit
between the slip and clay body.
Once I was sure I had a slip that fit my clay body, I
began to develop a personal approach as to how I applied the
slip to the pots. Working with wet fluid slips enabled me
to be direct and immediate, responding spontaneously to the
piece.
The pot, after having been covered with the base slip,
becomes a three-dimensional canvass. The physical form of
the pot acts as a guide for the placement of the decoration.
For example, the diagonal patterns incorporated into the cup
form act as boundaries for the colored slips that are applied
to look like swirling flower petals. (Plate 13). The slips
that are brushed on follow and reinforce the structure that
has been manipulated into the form. I then trailed thin lines
of slip, resembling spiraling tendrils, over the slip applied
by a brush.
I also use, in addition to the slip and slip trailing,
a technique called sgraffito. This process entails carving
28
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back through the wet layers of slip to reveal the rich red
earthenware clay. These hard edged lines are juxtoposed against
the soft flowing quality of the slip trailed lines. To accent
and bring out the color of the sgraffito marks, I usually
do not cover the foot of the pot with slip. This exposed
mass of clay displays the richness of color inherent in earth-
ware clay. It also heightens the sgraffito effect. (Plate 14).
This layering of slips and carving back through to the
clay results in a textural surface quality. This rich
tactile quality stimulates the hand of the user as it comes
in contact with the piece as it is being used. This tactile
stimuli brings to the user subtle information about surface
and form. Philip Rawson explains,
"The intimate relationship that pottery shape and
surface have to the hand has one other profoundly
important aspect. By emphasizing the functional
connection between hand and form it can provide a
bridge to understanding a fundamental, but subtle
and barely describable element in the expression of
the visual gualities of pots. (8:90).
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DECORATIVE MOTIFS
My decorative motifs are obviously based on abstracted
organic patterns and images found in or relating to nature.
The images are instilled with a sense of movement and growth.
The quick and spontaneous application of the slips helps to
capture this energy. (Plate 15)
I want the pieces to be a composite of various juxtoposed
patterns, all relating to the central theme. The pieces
should also exude a sense of nature's generosity. They are
in some ways a personal homage to nature and the gifts she
offers .
The serving tray seen in Plate 16 exemplifies these
characteristics. The three-dimensional leaves appear to
be swaying or growing around the exterior of the tray. These
soft flowing forms are contrasted against the static geometric
trellis pattern. The eye is drawn into the tray where there
is a optical play between the positive and negative spaces
created by the trellis pattern.
32
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CONCLUSION
I spent much of my early childhood growing up in the
country, playing in the woods and fields near by. I was
always fascinated by the vast array of flowers, foliage and
insects that I came across in my adventures. It was like
finding a treasure to discover a catapillar or lady bug or
even a single golden dafodil growing wild among the weeds.
I have tried to capture this impression of childish delight
for nature and life in my work.
I have used form, color, texture, and in some pieces,
the function to express separate elements of a visual lang
uage. A pot to be fully understood and appreciated must be
experienced through out all these complex relationships. (5:17)
It is important to make pots that people can live with and
use in their daily life. The pot adds a sense of celebration
for the rituals of utility.
I find this union between function and perceptual
expression to be a complicated and challenging problem. There
are a limitless number of answers yet to be explored.
35
TECHNICAL DATA
Earthenware Clay Body
Red Art
Ocmulgee
Calvert
Pine Lake
Frit 3124
Pyrax
Fine Grog
04
100
30
30
20
12
2%
Slip--Base 04
0M4 Ball Clay
Frit 3124
Tile #6
XX Sagger
Calcined Kaolin
Talc
Pyrax
20
20
15
15
10
10
10
Colors
Assorted Mason Stains
Blue (Cobalt Sulfate)
Green (Copper Carb.)
15-30%
1%
4-6%
Deb's Clear 04
Frit 3195
Frit 3134
EPK
40
35
25
Worthington Clear 04
Gerstley Borate
EPK
Flint
55
30
15
Batz Maiolica 04
Frit 3124
Zircopax
EPK
Barium Carbonate
add:
70
14
10.5
2.8
1% Bentonite
1.5% Burnt Umber
(warmer white
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